A Year’s Supply of Pure Water...In a Single Bottle

Save $$ and Stay Hydrated and Healthy 24/7

What’s in that tap water you’ve been drinking? Did you know that in the
United States, arsenic in tap water is a fairly widespread and common
occurrence? Tap water has also been reported to contain aluminum,
fluoride, and prescription and over-the-counter drugs and toxic chemicals.

Drinking bottled water is the smart solution to avoiding the containments
found in unfiltered tap water, right? Wrong! Did you know that a large
percentage of bottled water is actually the same tap water you are paying
extra money to avoid drinking?

Until now, your bottled water options were limited to lugging home
expensive “designer” water packaged in eco-unfriendly plastic bottles that
end up in garbage dumps or using water bottles with expensive filters
requiring frequent replacement.
Ugh!

Drinking pure, filtered water is a smart, healthy habit so you certainly don’t
want to quit the filtered water habit. What you do need to quit is the
habitual replacement of water filters and store-bought water. Once you’ve
discovered sleek and stylish Smart Drop Water Bottle’s super-effective

kettle activated long-lasting carbon filter, you’ll never return to more
expensive, time-consuming water-filtering methods again.

With Smart Drop, pure, healthy water is as close as your water tap and you
won’t have to think about replacing its highly efficient carbon water filter for
almost an entire year. Which means that you’ll drink more water, save
more money, and enjoy easy access to pure water wherever you need it!

There are so many ways you can use Smart Drop to keep you hydrated
and healthy all day long. Here’s a few examples:

•

Fill up a Smart Drop water bottle before settling in to work at your
computer station so you can sip on healthy water while you work or
surf the Internet.

•

Take Smart Drop to work with you so you’ll stay hydrated while you
work and won’t be tempted to order sugary, fattening beverages.

•

Pack Smart Drop in your kids backpacks so they won’t have to share
unhygienic water fountains or purchase expensive bottled water.

•

Count on Smart Drop to keep you cool and well hydrated during the

“dog days” of summer. When you’re out hiking take along enough filtered
water to share with your dog so he or she won’t overheat on hot days!

Smart Drop puts a fresh spin on the way we think about water. It’s more
important than ever to stop polluting our beautiful natural resources with
mountains of disposable water bottles. So, before you take another drink
of chemical-laden tap water...stop.... and reach for Smart Drop.

Smart Drop’s powerful carbon filter is changing water one drop at a time—
satisfaction guaranteed.

Details
•

Filter Fineness rated 99.9%

•

Filter usage longevity surpasses other filters

•

Depending on usage; carbon filter lasts almost an entire year

•

Available in a variety of fashionable colors

